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Spell Check Added to Smart Service 
The option to check your spelling has been added to Smart Service in all text fields throughout the 
program. You can access this feature by right clicking in the text field you wish to check the spelling in and 
choosing the “spell check” option. (Enhancement #8104) 
 

Other Enhancements   

1. Added customer email and marketing campaign to the available field codes for use with Google 
Calendar. (Enhancement #4336) 

2. Smart Service now pulls the default QB inventory site set on employee profiles when adding 
items in Smart Service. For this to work, the employee must be scheduled to the job prior to 
adding the items. (Enhancement #4669) 

3. The waiting list now remembers your column sorting and column width preferences. 
(Enhancement #7342) 

4. The ‘Job Exception’ field can now be added to the waiting list. (Enhancement #7611) 
5. Added ‘Job Amount’ to the available waiting list columns. (Enhancement #7782) 
6. ‘Equipment Type’ and ‘Equipment Group’ are now reportable fields. (Enhancement #7572) 
7. Added the option to collect payment from the Service Agreement invoice. (Enhancement #7772) 
8. Added the ability to report on private iFleet notes to reports. (Enhancement #8139) 
9. Added the ability to send invoices to multiple emails at once, provide they are separated by a 

comma (,) or semicolon (;) in the email field. (Enhancement #8146) 
10. New databases will come with ‘Limit Job Resends’ enabled. (Enhancement #8257) 
11. Added ‘iFleet Notes’ to the available merge fields for Google Calendar Integration. (Enhancement 

#8286) 
 

Resolved Issues 
1. Fixed an issue where the Smart Service invoice amount would double if the customer’s balance 

was also included. (Issue #8057) 
2. Resolved an issue where payments/deposits were not reflected when calculating the job amount 

due for the job, batch invoice screen, or history records. (Issue #8089) 
3. Corrected an issue with addresses that could only be routed using Lat/Long for Smart Routes. 

(Issue #7845) 
4. Resolved an issue where blank custom work orders could not be opened in Smart Service. (Issue 

#7855) 
5. Corrected an issue where the highlighted location/job doesn’t remain highlighted on the 

locations/jobs tab while browsing. (Issue #8156) 
6. Fixed an issue where addresses that wouldn’t be mapped with good confidence would cause a 

(15) error when routing with Smart Routes. (Issue #8180) 
7. Corrected an issue where reordered items on estimates would appear in a randomized order 

when converted to a work order. (Issue #8196) 
8. The audit log will now capture deletions of timestamp entries. (Issue #8203) 
9. Corrected an issue where attempting to email an estimate from the estimate preview would 

result in an error. (Issue #8204) 
10. Resolved an issue where jobs with the next custom date scheduled to the same iFleet user would 

get completed when completing the first date. (Issue #8210) 
11. Corrected an issue where amounts over $1,000,000 would not display properly. (Issue #8213) 
12. Fixed an issue where Office 365 users would lose the scroll bar on the scheduler. (Issue #8226) 
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13. Resolved an issue where the “Bin” field would not import properly when importing estimates 
from QuickBooks. (Issue #8237) 

14. Corrected an issue where the Smart Service invoice would not attach correctly for Outlook emails 
(Issue #8240) 

15. Resolved an issue where Service Agreement invoices would not email without a “Permission 
Denied” error being displayed. (Issue #8250) 

16. Corrected a Smart Routes issue where marking a lead ‘As New’ would produce an error. (Issue 
#8272) 

17. Added some resolutions to the “Out of Memory” error. (Issue #8273) 
18. Updated security for USPS address certification to meet USPS compliance requirements. (Issue 

#8288) 
19. Resolved an issue where payments taken for previous recurrences of jobs would show up on the 

current recurrence instead. (Issue #8293) 
20. Updated the ‘MSDHelpDesk.com’ link in Smart Service. (Issue #8308) 
21. Corrected an ODBC error when adding a purchase order. (Issue #8309) 
22. Fixed an issue where adding notes and an invoice number from the posting window could cause 

a crash. (Issue #8321) 
23. Resolved an issue where Smart Leads was not updating every 5 minutes for all customers. (Issue 

#8332) 
24. Fixed an issue where customers using QBO Canada could not enter bills without a ‘6000 No Tax 

Code’ error. (Issue #8098) 


